HERE ARE THE HOTELS YOU CAN CHOOSE AND PAY ON YOUR
OWN VISITING THEIR SITES AND ASK FOR A VISA SUPPORT
LETTER – ALL OF THEM ARE PRETTY CLOSE TO THE MAIN
CONFERENCE VENUE
ARBAT HOUSE HOTEL
THE BEST CHOICE BOTH PRICE AND LOCATION
3 star hotel located in the calm and well guarded zone of Moscow city centre, 3 minutes walking
from New Arbat and Old Arbat Avenues.
Wonderful location. All main sightseeing (Kremlin, Red Square, The Pushkin State Museum of
Fine Arts, Bolshoi Theatre and other places of interest) is just about 10 minutes walking distance
from our Hotel.
Address: 13, Skatertny Pereulok, Moscow, 121069, Russia
Metro station: Arbatskaya
reservation@arbat-house.com
Front desk:
Tel +7 (495) 643 19 October
Tel / fax: +7 (495) 697 24 May
e-mail: guest@arbat-house.com
Reservation department:
Tel: +7 (495) 660 71 78
+7 (495) 697 08 53
e-mail: reservation@arbat-house.com
Sales department:
Tel / fax: +7 (495) 695 51 36
e-mail: dogovor@arbat-house.com
How to get:
All airports have public transport links that allow you to get to hotel cheaply. From
Sheremetyevo 1, 2, and C, you can take the airport express train (420 RUB, 30-40 minutes) to
metro station Belorusskaya on the dark green / brown lines. The train runs every hour from 6am
to midnight. Below is web site link where you can find timetable and to buy aeroexpress ticket
on-linehttp: //www.aeroexpress.ru/en/
From Domodedovo, the airport express train runs every hour to metro station Paveletskaya (300
RUB, 40 to 50 minutes) on the brown (circular) and dark green lines.
From Vnukovo airport, the airport express train goes to Kievskaya metro station on the dark blue
line and takes approx. 35 minutes (300 RUB).
From these metro stations, take the metro (50 RUB) and change to the blue / dark blue line. Our
hotel is located 7 minutes walk from metro station Arbatskaya (Arbat). There are two
'Arbatskaya' metro stations - one is located on the blue line, another one in dark blue. Both are
correct to get out. Exit the metro, cross by underground walkway to diagonal side to the Novy
Arbat Avenue. Go straight by right side, pass post-office (Mail) and turn to the arch to
Merzlyakovskiy pereulok (lane Merzlyakovsky). Go straight. Second turn to the left is Skatertny
pereulok. A bit further by left side is Arbat House Hotel.

Each of our 124 rooms is equipped upon the international standards and with the amenities you
need, air conditioning and complimentary Wi-Fi internet access.
The distance to the nearest train station is 3.5 km (it is about 10 minutes in a way) and to the
nearest airport is is 30 km.
Splendid and cozy BB-café offers to our guests perfect buffet breakfast (it is included in the
room rate) from 07.30 till 11.00 and also lunches and dinners "a la carte".
RESERVATION DEPARTMENT.
Tel .: +7 (495) 695-51-36
+7 (495) 697-08-53
Tel./Fax: +7 (495) 660-71-78
E-mail: reservation@arbat-house.com
• The cost of the Visa Support per person is $ 5.47
• Pay by Visa, MasterCard
• Instant confirmation
to travel to Russia almost all of foreign citizens need a visa.
Russian entry visa is issued by the Embassy or a Consulate of the Russian Federation in the
country of your residency based on the Visa Support. The Visa Support includes: a Foreign
Traveler Entry Permit & a Tourist Voucher registered with the Russian Ministry of Foreign
Affairs.
To obtain a visa you need:
1. Book an accomodation in Russia
2. Please fill in our online form and obtain a visa invitation
3. Please fill in the form on the MOFA website and indicate there your visa invitations. Order of
documents submission and terms of registration can be specified in the nearest Russian
consulate.
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ARBAT HOTEL
was opened in 1960 and in 2005 was affiliated to the «PRESIDENT-HOTEL» complex. The
Hotel is located in the historical center of Moscow at one of the Stary Arbat's lanes.
Refined and elegant Arbat Restaurant offers dishes of European and Russian cuisines.
The inner patio of the Hotel has a picturesque summer terrace styled as 19th century Stary Arbat
with forged street lamps, comfortable furniture and softly murmuring fountain which give an
opportunity to take a break from the hustle and bustle of the city.
There are 104 comfortable rooms of the following categories: standard, deluxe, junior suite and
suite with a view overlooking Plotnikov pereulok or picturesque inner patio of the hotel. All
rooms are equipped with all modern amenities such as telephone, cable and satellite TV, wired
Internet, safe deposit box, mini-bar, bath, hair dryer and everything necessary for comfortable
stay.
Sngl From 6000 rub / night
Dbl From 7000 rub / night
CONTACT INFORMATION
12, Plotnikov Per, 119002, Moscow, Russia

RESERVATION
Phone: +7 499 271-28-01
Fax: +7 (499) 252-80-93
E-mail: reservation-arbat@president-hotel.ru
TRANSFER
Phone: +7 499 271-28-01
HR DEPARTMENT
Phone: +7 499 238-68-03
ADDITIONAL SERVICES
• Sightseeing tours around Moscow, the Moscow region and the Golden Ring Experienced
guide-interpreters
• Reservation of tables in the best restaurants of Moscow
• Booking tickets for theatres, circuses, and concert halls of Moscow
• Individual transport and coaches to airports and railway stations
• VIP services in airports
• Renting a car of any type with a personal driver
• Visa support
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MERCURE ARBAT Moscow
Smolenskaya Sq. 6
121099 MOSCOW - RUSSIAN FEDERATION
Tel: (+7) 495/2250025 - Fax: (+7) 495/2250083
Mail: h7454-re@accor.com
www.mercure-moscow-arbat.com

5900.00 RUB
With 2 metro stations at its doorsteps the hotel is close to the International Trade Center,
Expocenter, Moscow City and offers Wi-Fi, high-speed internet access, coffee/tea facilities,
Nespresso machines in Privilege rooms, gym, infrared saunas, restaurant, bar, library and
meeting room..
MOSCOW
Whether you're at the seaside, in the mountains, in the city centre or near a train station or an
airport, the personality of each Mercure hotel is rooted in its surroundings and offers you an
authentic experience. Are you planning a business trip, a holiday or a weekend getaway to
Moscow? Everything is thought out to ensure you have an enjoyable, relaxing stay in Moscow: a
warm, comfortable setting, areas where you feel at home, and enthusiastic, attentive,
approachable staff.
Mercure Arbat Moscow
From Sheremetyevo Airport (SVO): 35 min by high-speed Aeroexpress train to Belorusskiy
Railway Station and 10 min by Metro Circle Line via Kievskaya station to Smolenskaya station
(dark blue line) at the hotel doorsteps. From Domodedovo Airport (DME): 40 min by
Aroexpress train to Paveletsky railway station and 15 min by Metro Circle Line via Kievskaya
station to Smolenskaya station (dark blue line). Taxi pick-up service is available upon request
(please, contact the hotel).
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GOLDEN RING HOTEL
www.hotel-goldenring.ru
SINGLE ROOM from 4500 rub./day
Golden Ring Hotel staff is delighted to provide any information you may require regarding our
services and amenities. Do not hesitate to contact us on general or specific issues:
ADDRESS: 119121, Moscow, 5, Smolenskaya str.
Phone: +7 (495) 725 01 00,
Fax: +7 (495) 725 1 January
• RESERVATIONS
Phone: + 7-495-725-01-45 / 0119/0303
Fax: + 7-495-725-01-01
reserv@hotel-goldenring.ru
• Sales Department (group reservations, accommodation contracts)
Phone: + 7-495-725-01-20 / 01-56
Fax: + 7-495-725-01-61
marketing@hotel-goldenring.ru
• Front Office
Phone: + 7-495-725-01-65
Fax: + 7-495-725-01-01
front-off@hotel-goldenring.ru
• HR
Phone: + 7-495-725-01-04
hr@hotel-goldenring.ru
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HAPPY HOTEL
happy-galla.ru
Standard
The room 3000 rubles / day
ADDRESS
Arbat Novy Arbat 12
From our hotel offers wonderful views of the Kremlin towers, day and night Arbat dome "of
Christ the Savior."
rooms with air conditioning and minibar. Staff speaks English
• Str. Novy Arbat, 12
• +7 (964) 589-47-91
gallarep@mail.ru
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PEOPLE BUSINESS NOVINSKY
Novinsky Boulevard, 11
+7 (495) 363-45-81Posmotret phone
www.hotel-people.ru

Room's type

RACK RATE
Rooms with shared batroom
Season High season Weekend

Economy single room (room has no window)
Single room (room with window)
Twin room (two regular beds)

Single room
Twin room (two regular beds)
Double room (one king-size bed)

2390
2690

2690
2990
2990

1900
2200
3290

2300

Rooms with private bathroom
3890
4190
3100
4290
4590
3300
4290
4590
3300

PAID SERVICES
VISA SUPPORT 1200
Transfer from airport (any) 2500
Transfer from railwaystation (any) 1500
Breakfast from cafe "Kulinarium" 350
CONTATCS:
Reception - + 7-495-363-45-81
Booking department - + 7-495-363-45-80, Alexander Tsoy, manager
E-MAIL:
Booking department - manager@hotel-people.ru
Office - info@hotel-people.ru Valery Yudakova, Head of reception desk
General director - director@hotel-people.ru •
POSTAL ADDRESS:
Novinsky boulevard, 11, 121099, Moscow
Our hotel is within the walk reach from the following underground stations: Smolenskaya (any
line) and Barrikadnaya or Krasnopresnenskaya.
At Smolenskaya station one should go out to the Sadovy rings and move towards Novy Arbat
street; cross it in the underground passage. Our hotel is the second building on the left side from
the crossroad. Entry to the yard is partially barred, pass by the bar and through the arch enter the
inner yard. After the arch you will see the grey door with the inscription HOTEL PEOPLE
Reception.
From Barrikadnaya station - cross the street by traffic lights, turn to the left, then go upstairs,
cross the square and reach the Sadovy ring; on the Sadovy ring turn to the right and go towards
Novy Arbat street passing by the Shalyapin house and the US Embassy. Our hotel is the second
building before Novy Arbat street (there's only one building between the hotel and Novy Arbat
street).
ADDITIONAL SERVICES
Free Wi-Fi in all the buildings
Round-the-clock check-in and check-out
You may leave your belongings in the luggage room before check-in and after check-out
Transfer to / from airport and railway stations
Calling taxi with the city boundaries
Wake-up call service

Kitchen zone in every building
Ironing board and iron
Washing machine
Hot water available all the time (own boiler)
Payment terminal is available at the reception for telephone and services payment
Booking air- and traintickets
Various excursion programs
VISA SUPPORT
Registration at the Federal Migration Service
Properly drawing up account documents for those on business trips
Gusts are always welcome, hot tea and comfortable bed are always offered!
No smoking.
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VREMENA GODA (Seasons)
Large Kislovskiy lane, 1/12 a2
+7 (495) 691-69-69Posmotret phone
www.hotelvremenagoda.com
The hotel is located in the heart of Moscow, the hotel "Vremena goda" is within a walking
distance of the main attractions of the capital: Red Square, the Kremlin, the Bolshoi Theatre, Old
Arbat. Arbatskaya Metro Station is just 100 meters from the hotel, providing easy access to both
the attractions, and to the international airports and train stations of the city.
ACCOMMODATION
• Moscow, Bolshoy Kislovsky st, 1/12, building 2
• +7 (495) 691-69-69
• +7 (495) 695-44-34
• info@hotelvremenagoda.com
RATE
4900.00 p. Sngl per night
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CITYCOMFORT HOTEL
on ARBATSKAYA metro station
+7 (499) 899-79-89
citycomforthotels.com
125009, MOSCOW, Sredny Kislovsky side street, build.3, corp.1 A Arbatskaya metro station
(300 m), Biblioteka imeni Lenina metro station (400 m)
+7 (499) 899 79 89 –reseption
TO GET.
FROM ARBATSKAYA METRO STATION (dark blue or blue line): There are two Arbatskaya
stations on different lines, both exits are very close and there is no difference which one you use.
When on the ground use the underground passage to cross to the other side of the street called
Vozdvizhenka (Vozdvizhenka). Then take a little to the right and follow a small side street
named Nijniy Kislovskiy (NizhniyKislovsky) about 50 metres until it crosses with the Maliy
Kislovskiy (MalyyKislovsky) take a turn to the left, and follow about 200 metres to the Sredniy
Kislovskiy (CrediniyKislovsky ) take a turn to the right. Walk down about 100 metres to the

black gates right from you. Behind this gates you will see yellow 3 levels building. You need to
get it. There is the hotel CITYCOMFORT.
FROM THE AIRPORTS: You can take a taxi from all airports which costs 2500 rubles if you
book it with us. We provide taxi service that you can book online.
There are fast trains as well from Domodedovo and Sheremetevo airports going to Paveletsky
and Belorusskiy railway stations respectively, both in the Moscow center, for the current price of
350 Roubles. Trains leave from the airports every 30-60 min. The service is very good and from
either of the train stations you can take a taxi or use the metro to reach us.There are also buses
that leave from all airports to the nearest metro stations, from where you can take the metro to
Arbatskaya station . From there follow the directions above.
INVITATION FOR TOURIST RUSSIAN VISA
• Single-entry Russian visa for up to 30 days
• Hotel reservation not required
• Original of invitation is not required
• Price includes all taxes
• Order is placed and paid on-line
We will send all the required document to your e-mail address.
* Some Russian Consulates may require the invitation in original (order a delivery)
Order the invitation and voucher
ROOM TYPES
Suites with different theme (at Citycomfort on Arbatskaya only)
de Luxe
Double room with one double bed
Single room with a single bed
Twin Room with 2 separate beds
APPARTMENTS (only at CITYCOMFORT on Arbatskaya)
+7 (495) 229 80 18 citycomforthotels@mail.ru
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VAVILON HOTEL ("Babylon")
mini-hotel
vavilonhotel.com
CONTACTS
• +7 (495) 740 • 53 • 34
• +7 (926) 230 • 01 • 22
• Ul. Nikitskaya, d. 24/1, page 2
RATES
ECONOMY With 2 beds - Price: 2900
ECONOMY WITH DOUBLE BED Price: 2900
"1 ECONOMY" Price: 2700
ADDRESS: Moscow Bolshaya Nikitskaya, d.24 / 1, str.2
+7 (495) 740-53-34, +7 (926) 230-01-22

SERVICES at no extra charge:
1. Bed linen, towel dryer +
2. Internet and Wi-Fi
3. Tea or coffee at any time of day
4. The universal kit,
5. LCD TV (cable TV)
6. Refrigerator
7. Iron and ironing board
8. Bath / Shower
9. Books, magazines, board games
10. Tourist Map.

Paid services:
1. Breakfast
2. Business Lunch
3. Dinner
4. Order a taxi
5. Reservation of air - and railway tickets
6. Sewing Supplies
7. Laundress
8. Printing / photocopy documents.

inexpensive and comfortable to provide you with a full range of services located in the heart of
the city in one of the most convenient areas of the city of Moscow. In walking distance are: the
Kremlin, the Tverskaya Street, Drama Theatre. Mayakovsky, GITIS. And if you cross a wide
Tverskoy Boulevard, the views of the Church of Great Ascension opens Nikitsky Gate
- freely communicate with guests who speak in English and German
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KEY ELEMENT hotel
Nikitskaya, 24/1 ST5 - 2, 3rd Floor; entrance from the street. Khlynovsky deadlock
+7 (495) 988-00-64
around the clock
+7 (495) 988-00-64
http://key-element.ru/
3 stars
Room rate:
from 2450 rubles
3800-6900 rubles / day
Free Wi-Fi
payment by cards
Air Conditioning, Guest Parking, Laundry
Comfortable rooms, TV / WiFi
Meals: on the menu, only breakfast (buffet), English breakfast, an American breakfast,
continental breakfast
Located in the historical center of Moscow. Daily maid service. Reasonable prices. All the
amenities in the rooms. Walking distance to the subway. Free fast Wi-Fi. Breakfast in
nomer.Informatsiya from the owner
2900 R 37 USD
ADDRESS: Moscow street. B. Nikitskaya 24/1, p. 5
Phone: +7 (495) 988-00-64
Email: info@hotel-element.ru
Visa support for tourists entering the territory of the Russian Federation.
invitation letter

Invitation (voucher) - a document giving a tourist a right to obtain a visa to enter the territory of
the Russian Federation. Invitation (voucher), provided by "KEY Element" Hotel, confirms
information about reservation of a room by tourist in the
"KEY Element" Hotel (address: B.Nikitskaya street, b 24/1/5.) "Element" hotel offers an
invitation (voucher) for individuals and tourist groups.
Following steps are necessary to make an individual invitation (voucher):
To book a room at the "KEY Element" Hotel;
To receive confirmation from the "KEY Element" Hotel for the period of your accomodation;
To fill in the form with passport details and period of your stay in Russia, if your journey
includes visits of several cities in Russia, it is essential to indicate the cities with dates of your
stay in them;
Order form of invitation letter
Complete invitation (voucher) will be sent to the E-mail, specified in the application form within
a day.
To obtain a visa to enter the territory of the Russian Federation necessary:
• Invitation (voucher)
• Confirmation of the booking by hotel
To fill the questionnaire (form) visit official website of the Russian Foreign Ministry
http://www.mid.ru/.
The procedure of submission of documents and terms should be specified in the embassy of the
Russian Federation in your country.
The cost of an invitation from the 800 to 2000 rub.
Please, send a request by email info@hotel-element.ru with your citizenship.
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COURTYARD MARRIOTT MOSCOW CITY CENTER
RATES
Courtyard Holiday Promotion, based upon availability, 4,200 RUB / night
Best Available rate 9,900 RUB / night
Courtyard Holiday Promotion, based upon availability, 5,200 RUB / night
Best Available rate 10,900RUB / night
CONTACTS
7 Voznesenskiy Pereulok
Moscow, 125009 Russian Federation
Phone: +7 495 9813300
Fax: +7 495 9813301
Toll-free: 7 495 9373100
Sales: +7 495 9373073
Sales Fax: +7 495 9813319
courtyardmoscow.ru
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